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BIOMASAR

• BIOMASAR is an algorithm that estimates forest variables (GSV or AGB) from observations
of the radar backscatter. Here, the target variable is GSV

• The core consists of a radar backscatter model of a forest, relating the backscatter to 
horizontal (canopy density) and vertical (canopy height) properties of the forest

• To express that backscatter model as a function of GSV, we use allometries

• Canopy density = f (canopy height) -> derived from spaceborne LiDAR metrics

• Canopy height = f (GSV) -> derived from spaceborne LiDAR metrics and inventory data

• Estimates of GSV from individual observations are then combined with a weighted average

• For multiple SAR datasets (e.g., ALOS-2 and Sentinel-1), the final GSV is obtained from
a weighted average of sensor-specific estimates

• External equations are used to convert GSV into AGB and GSV into BGB

(Santoro et al., RSE, 2011; Thurner et al., 2014; Santoro et al., RSE, 2015; 
Santoro et al., ESSD, 2021; Santoro et al., RSE, 2022)



Allometry: Canopy density vs. Canopy height

Santoro et al., RSE, 2022



Allometry: Canopy height vs. GSV

Step 1:
NFI plot-based height vs. GSV

(provincial averages, 
6 countries)

Step 2:
ICESAT-2 canopy height

vs. inventory statistics of GSV 

(provincial averages, 
same 6 countries)

Step 3:
Stratification of LiDAR-based allometry 
by ecoregion (Dinerstein et al., 2017)

𝐺𝑆𝑉 = 𝑎ℎ𝑏
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BIOMASAR Calibration

• In BIOMASAR, the forest backscatter model needs to be trained, meaning that the
parameters and need to be estimated

• Traditionally, the Equation is regressed to observations of the forest backscatter at 
training samples. This represents the best case scenario. In practice, training samples are
not available everywhere which calls for an alternative way of estimating the parameters.

• BIOMASAR implements a self-calibration which means that a map of canopy density is 
used to mask the backscatter image and the two model parameters are obtained from the
average backscatter for canopy density below a certain threshold representing a bare
surface (so-called ground pixels) or above a certain threshold representing dense forests, 
respectively.

• Question how well such a calibration performs with respect to the traditional approach.



Validation of the estimation procedure
Catalonia Finland 1

Finland 2 Romania
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Conclusions on the BIOMASAR calibration

• BIOMASAR was benchmarked with the traditional estimation of GSV based on 
reference data

• The retrieval of GSV based on the traditional regression performed better than the
BIOMASAR calibration

• Overall, however, the calibration and the retrieval using BIOMASAR returned GSV 
estimates similar to those obtained with the traditional regression in regions where
the correlation between the backscatter and GSV was moderate to high

• Larger deviations occurred where the correlation was close to zero, leading
BIOMASAR to systematic biases (e.g., Romania)



Implementation of BIOMASAR for Europe

• Pre-processing of Sentinel-1 SAR images of 2020 and 2021

• Re-formatting of ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 mosaics (i.e., 1 image per year) of 2020 and 2021

• Creation and/or reformatting of auxiliary layers (e.g., coefficients of allometries, DEM, 
land cover)

• Calibration of BIOMASAR for each Sentinel-1 and ALOS-2 scene

• Estimation of GSV per scene; weighted average of GSV estimates fpr each year

• Conversion of GSV to AGB

• Conversion of GSV to BGB



Sentinel-1 pre-processing (I)

Number of S1 observations at each location across the European demonstration area.

• Ca. 52 000 Sentinel-1 GRD images that
have been acquired over the European 
demonstration area in 2020/21 have to
be processed

• Only S1A scenes are processed because
of limited benefit from using 6-days 
repeat pass imagery from S1B on the
GSV/Agb retrieval performance.

• All images are processed to 20 x 20 m2

pixel posting



Preprocessing: Sentinel-1 
pre-processing (II)

Flow chart illustrating the sequence of 

processing steps for S1 TOPS GRD data.

S1 pre-processing output products
N=Number of S1 GRDs covering tile, P=Number of Polarizations (2 or 1)

• The processing service has been implemented to make optimal 
use of the compute resources available from FTEP/Creodias.

• The processing workflow as implemented on FTEP foresees 
independent processing of each individual S1 GRD, i.e., the 
service is initiated for each S1 GRD image to be processed 
either via the FTEP Web Interface or the FTEP API. 

• Processing results in radiometric terrain corrected backscatter 
images with 20 m resolution that are geocoded to the S2 tiling 
grid.

Data Type Format
Number of 
image files 

per tile

Resoluti
on

Size
Spatial 

Reference 
System

Backscatter 
intensity images 
(non-speckle 
filtered)

16 Bit Unsigned Integer 
– LZW compressed 

GTiffs
N x P

20 m x 
20 m

5490 x 
5490 
pixels

UTM
Local Incidence 
angle map

8 Bit Unsigned Integer -
LZW compressed GTiffs

N

Layover shadow
8 Bit Unsigned Integer -
LZW compressed GTiffs

N



Europe demo area – Growing Stock Volume
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Europe demo area – Above-ground Biomass
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Europe demo area – Below-ground Biomass
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Examples from Europe demo area – Wielkopolska

17 km

12 km



Examples from Europe demo area – Wielkopolska / GSV, 2020

Color ramp

0 – 400 m3/ha



Examples from Europe demo area – Wielkopolska / GSV, 2021

Color ramp

0 – 400 m3/ha



A comparison of maps – FCM vs. CCI Biomass

FCM, spat. res. 20 m

Color ramp: 0 – 300 t/ha



CCI Biomass v3, spat. res. 100 m

Color ramp: 0 – 300 t/ha

A comparison of maps – FCM vs. CCI Biomass



ASSESSMENT OF GSV SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION

• Comparing map-based and NFI-based averages at the level of administrative units

RMSE: 64.8 m3/ha; 

Relative RMSE: 33.9%

R2: 0.42

Forest area weighted  RMSE: 28.8 m3/ha

Relative RMSE: 16.7%
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CONCLUSIONS

• Two pan-European map products of biomass-related variables were generated 
from satellite Radar images acquired in 2020 and 2021, with the support of 
satellite LiDAR data.

• The calibration of the biomass estimation algorithm did not require reference 
measurements of biomass → validation can make full use of any kind of biomass 
observations (in situ, TLS, airborne LiDAR).

• The level of detail of the maps is superior to existing data products.

• Even though we exploited the best possible combination of freely available 
satellite data, the data pool was not optimal for this task.

• Pixel-level estimates are uncertain; averages are (mostly) reliable.

• Accordingly, fluctuations between 2020 and 2021 may not be related to changes 
in biomass.



Thank you!
More information at:

https://www.forestcarbonplatform.org

https://www.forestcarbonplatform.org/

